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Research Summary

I study software development projects and other complex
systems through the recovery, documentation, and analysis
of digital remains (i.e., Digital Archeology). These digital
traces reflect various projections of collective and individual activity, but unlike traditional measurement systems, they
represent a complex interplay among individuals, groups,
their culture, and artifacts they produce. While it is straightforward to tabulate various measures obtained from digital
traces, the direct interpretation of results is usually misleading. Only by integrating all relevant (and usually disparate)
sources of data and disentangling contributions from multiple factors, can a meaningful inference take place. Thus, the
fundamental method of Digital Archeology is the reconstruction and quantification of what actually happens from these
projections.
Data Science — a recently popular term — is not clearly
defined, but, according to common use, it primarily concerns business analytics, where the data and the interpretation of data are relatively straightforward, i.e., purchasing,
click trails, and social media activity. My focus is on the
methods that go well beyond that by combining disparate
data sources including work, code, organizational, sales, and
customer support histories over extended periods of time to
construct rich, detailed models of events and people, and developing analysis methods that can identify the evolution and
causes of events.
For example, user-reported defects (the most commonly
used quality measure), are predicated on the existence of a
user engaged in a task utilizing software, on that user observing a failure and then being willing and able to report
it in detail, and on the product maintainer being interested
and able to fix the defect causing that failure. Because this
long chain of events has negative feedback loops (users stop
using software if the chances of observing a defect become
too high), the defectiveness of software perceived by users is
often negatively correlated with defect density. A meaningful measure of software quality must, thus, account for the
number of users and the amount of usage.
While using digital traces as a measurement system is
enormously complex, such analysis provides a practical,
unmatched ability to conduct live, non-intrusive, and finegrained way to gain deep insight into organizational processes. Using this approach provides a unique capacity to observe, analyze, and support software development and other
complex socio-technical systems [1]. The analysis may focus on entire companies [2, 3] or an entire population of open
source projects [4, 5].
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Impact

I significantly contributed to the field of software measurement. In particular, my focus on using code changes [6, 7]
as fundamental units of software development — the critical interface between the code and the person modifying
it — provided a methodology to obtain valid and relevant
(in practice) measures and models based on operation support systems, such as Version Control Systems (VCS) and
Issue Tracking Systems (ITS). In my early work I demonstrated how to use software changes obtained from VCS
and ITS as a basic measurement unit and that proved to be
a solid foundation to build upon. In, particular, I showed
how to obtain, classify and measure [7] software changes
obtained from VCS, how to use them for fine-grained estimation of effort [8, 9], measure expertise [10] and interdependencies [11, 12], predict defects [13, 14], and, more
generally, to provide insight into software development practices [1, 15]. The quantification of open source development
practices [1] had impact in domains not related to software
engineering, as shown for example, by extensive citation of
my work in diverse fields such as innovation [16], collaborative work [17], and management science [18], among others.
From the outset, my measurement and modeling was focused on having a practical impact, and that led to the choice
of operation support systems to serve as a measurement tool.
This allowed me to help improve software development in
Lucent and Avaya by developing valid measures of software
quality, by establishing clear evidence of the value brought
by basic software development practices, and by deploying
innovative procedures and tools to improve software development. In particular, by combining insights from software
development models and software change data, I have constructed tools optimally to distribute work [19], estimate and
present developer expertise [10], and improve quality of software [20, 21]. Customer Quality Measure (CQM) — the
fraction of customers who encounter defects within three
months of installation — is used to set quality goals for all
major Avaya projects. The empirical relationships between
basic practices (inspection/testing/static analysis) and CQM,
has led to a wide deployment of these practices within Avaya
and, in turn, led to significant improvements in CQM saving
more than US$1.5M 1 in a single project. A case study of
another project looking at the effects of applying risk mitigation activities to the one percent of project’s code where
most of customer reported issues were fixed [22], showed
US$300K savings in prevented development effort. The risk
mitigation approach has been, so far, deployed to over 30
Avaya projects.
1 Of

prevented development effort related to customer issues.
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Vision

Software development is not an isolated activity: apart from
dealing with the technology, individuals, and teams, it also
has to satisfy existing needs, generate new needs, and react
to technical, economic, and political changes. These larger
forces shape and direct software development in new ways as
in, for example, outsourcing/offshoring and cloud computing. The issues facing software development have to be resolved within this broader context. Furthermore, other forms
of human endeavor, such as commerce, support activities,
and games, are conducted in the digital realm leaving traces
of unprecedented detail and generating an explosion of interest in ways to utilize such traces [23].
Cloud computing opens new possibilities for Digital
Archeology by concentrating immense collections of software development traces (Googlecode.com has more than
300 thousand software projects and Github.com has more
than six million repositories). Mobile computing and social
networks enrich the traces with the explicit geographic and
social components.
At the largest scale I will derive insights into the behavior of the entire open source and corporate software development and of related socio-technical systems. I will create a repository of open source, corporate, and government
software project data, create valid measures that describe individual and organizational behavior at this level. I have
already obtained the collection of most publicly available
source code version history data [4], and I have started a
collaboration with Peking University in China and Queens
University in Canada to collect other sources of data such as
problem tracking systems and mailing lists. From the corporate perspective, I will create a multi-company repository
similar to the one I created for Avaya [3] to study software
and organizational phenomena in a global setting [24, 25].
Such global questions start from basic census: what is the
distribution of code, people, and their activities and how does
it depend on context? Higher level questions would include
comparison of cultures (for example by comparing the creation of Wikipedias in different languages) and the spread of
innovative practices and artifacts. The answers to such questions would provide a basis for engineering socio-technical
systems with desired features, for example, longevity.
At the intermediate scale I will study related groups of
projects (ecosystems) in the open source and commercial
environments. A key open question is how do ecosystems
come into being? One hypothesis is that a successful project
will grow until a core team is so large that it can no longer
cope with the increased amount of coordination. Another
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critical question is to what extent the context determines the
best practices of software development [26, 27]. For example, as a result of acquisitions, Avaya has multiple products
that serve identical business purposes and each uses its own
development and support practices: to what extent are these
practices determined by the company, the technical structure of the product, or the customer requirements? While
the project context may be a crucial factor that determines
the most suitable tools and practices, experiments that could
control for the context in real software projects are rarely
conducted [26, 28] due to extremely high costs. When conducted, however, they bring surprises, e.g., only the overall
systems size affects maintenance effort [29]. Natural experiments 2 where different companies or open-source projects
produce software with similar functionality would be possible using multi-company data described above.

At the smallest scale I will study individuals’ microactivity while navigating or editing artifacts and interacting
with others. Such data can be obtained via plug-ins of the
authoring environments, e.g., Eclipse, from frameworks that
support analysis of web activities, e.g., Google Analytics,
from sensors of mobile and, in the future, of wearable devices. Such micro-level data could dramatically increase the
power of the higher level models to predict individual’s actions and motivation.
To solve the outlined challenges, it will be essential to refine and enhance Digital Archeology in several ways. Technical challenges include scaling to larger and more diverse
data. Analytic challenges include piecing together these unstructured, dirty, and difficult-to-combine data. Novel analysis and visualization techniques will be needed to address
these demanding tasks.
In summary, software development involves people,
teams, organizations, culture, and society. My research,
therefore, will both learn from and, also, will contribute to
these domains to the extent that software development mirrors any other human endeavor. By clarifying ways in which
software development is conducted it may, therefore, help
make progress answering the basic questions about how people organize themselves and their work.

2 A natural experiment is an empirical study in which the experimental
conditions are out of the control of the experimenters but treatment assignment is, arguably, random. For example, studies of identical twins separated
at birth to determine relative impacts of genetic vs environmental impact on
development.
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Research Topics

Cost and quality
More than a decade ago, I introduced a methodology that
uses widely available repositories of automatically recorded
project data in change management and problem tracking
systems to model and analyze software development. By
performing statistical analysis of software changes I quantified the most influential drivers of cost [30, 31], interval [11],
quality [20] and differences between development patterns
in commercial and open source software development [15].
These methods are now widely used throughout the software
engineering community, for example, most defect prediction work uses historic changes and defects as in, for example, [32].
The impact of my work dramatically affected practice because the information crucial for decision making could finally be obtained without incurring prohibitive costs and delay of manual collection practices [33], thus leading to better
and radically different decisions and practices as outlined below. The impact was not contained within a single company,
but affected the entire industry, including companies such as
Microsoft, IBM, AT&T, and Alcatel/Lucent.
In particular, I developed techniques for precise estimation of productivity gains for a variety of tools and software development methods. This led to their adoption
and to changes in development practices as described in,
e.g., [34, 35, 3].
The investigation of quality issues in software patches resulted in the discovery that the desire to increase the revenue
by including new features in patches made it inevitable that
such patches would fail (as the new features greatly increase
the size of patches, and statistical analysis of failures predicts
that sufficiently large patches would fail.) This led, among
other things, to the abandonment of this apparently lucrative,
but harmful practice [36, 20].

Large-scale phenomena
Assembling large, interconnected data sets from multiple
projects and data sources allows us to answer entire classes
of questions about large-scale behavior that could not be addressed in other ways. I created methods for discovering,
acquiring, integrating, and analyzing these heterogeneous
types of data [37, 38]. A complete collection of data within a
company [3] or an entire collection of open source code [4],
gives us ability to determine the source code origins and authorship via Universal Version History [39, 40] or the spread
of innovation via code reuse [5]. The authorship and code
origin analyses are used in Avaya to identify open source
code, thus addressing key source code licensing issues. More
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importantly, by helping to understand who creates code and
how (and by whom) it is later (re-)used in other projects, such
analysis opens the possibility to investigate creativity and innovation in software development: an intangible asset that
is both crucial to business success and, at the same time, is
prone to be the first casualty in any cost-cutting, offshoring,
or outsourcing scenario.

Transfer of work
Software development practice is experiencing a radical
change driven by the open source movement, the business
needs to move development to low-cost locations, the aging
and renewal of core developers in legacy products, and recruiting in fast growing Internet companies, all of which are
causing unprecedented turnover in software projects.
To address these challenges, my research investigates the
transfer of work [41] and the associated phenomena related to organizational change [2] and the growth of software project competencies [42]. More specifically, I discovered that the relationship between the social and technical
competencies was associated with the fraction of new participants who become long term contributors of a software
project [43]. It provides a tantalizing opportunity to study
how the initial environment a person encounters when joining a team or an organization affects motivation and longterm behavior.
The findings of performance issues related to transfer of
code [41] and the project expertise [42] led to radical changes
in the way work transfers were handled, in improvement of
the hiring practices at offshore locations, and other substantial changes.
Given the diversity of software projects and the creative
nature of a software development, I sought to find out how
much the context of a project may affect the outcomes by
conducting multi-company studies [26, 25, 24] which took
into account not only technical, but also social [12, 24] aspects of software development. Surprisingly, a software
project with identical requirements may cost an order of
magnitude more and require correspondingly more effort
simply because of the differences in the nature of company’s
customer base [26]. This variation can not be explained by
extant effort estimation methods and needs more research,
perhaps using twin-project approach outlined above, to understand and quantify the reasons for the differences between
products with identical functionality and to develop suitable
estimation tools. At the same time, many phenomena related
to how developers make mistakes leading to software defects
are similar in diverse projects and companies [2, 24, 25].
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User interfaces, visualization, optimization
I began developing the methods that became Digital Archeology in my earlier work in which I investigated user interfaces [44, 45] and the visualization and modeling of complex
phenomena such as the spread of diseases [46, 47], displays
of a large number of images [48], and the response of the
brain to visual or cognitive stimuli [49, 50]. My work on
algorithms involves Bayesian methods of optimization for
non-convex functions [51], boosting methods to optimize parameters of discrete optimization heuristics [52], clustering
of high-dimensional datasets [53], isotonic regression [54],
and the estimation of a covariance function from irregularlyshaped spatial aggregates [47].

Way forward
To achieve my goals I will use my diverse skills and, where
needed, I will forge collaborations to address critical practical issues at different scales and in various contexts, attempting to paint a unified picture of individual and collective behavior and enabling progress at the critical junction of
society and technology. The topics outlined above are but
examples of what could be achieved by using increasingly
prevalent digital traces for all kinds of phenomena. I will,
therefore, focus on refining fundamental methods of highintegrity inference from low-quality sources generated by a
variety of operational systems.
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